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Airway management after 
FONA at a DGH

A previously well 31-year-old male was brought to our DGH following failed 

laryngoscopy out of hospital and emergency front-of-neck access to the airway 

(FONA) via scalpel cricothyroidotomy with 6mm (ID) cuffed endotracheal tube. 

Following ingestion of unknown substances with alcohol intoxication at 

approximately 0200hrs, he developed decreased conscious level with florid 

pulmonary oedema, hyperthermia, and reduced airway reflexes, necessitating 

sedation and airway control.

He arrived in A&E sedated, and ventilated via a cuffed tube secured with tape. 

He was hyperdynamic and diaphoretic, with significant ventilatory 

requirements. We have no on-site ENT surgical services out of hours, and the 

patient was deemed too unstable for transfer to a tertiary centre.

Following initial stabilisation and some improvement of his ventilation, he 

remained extremely agitated on sedation hold, and a plan was made for 

definitive airway management. Clinical assessment demonstrated an 

anatomically straightforward airway and in daylight hours with input from 

ENT surgeons, an MDT plan was made to try videolaryngoscopy for 

conventional intubation or proceed to formal tracheostomy. With senior 

consultant anaesthetist and intensivist, we managed to safely intubate the 

trachea using a GlideScope and size 8 COETT. The patient made a full recovery 

and was discharged home 7 days later with no residual sequelae physically.

CASE REPORT

With this case, we highlight several important clinically relevant airway issues 

in critically unwell patients, who are much more likely to have failure of 

intubation with hypoxaemia, which coupled with inability to awaken the 

patient results in a higher rate of conversion to temporising FONA.

These patients remain at risk of a second CICO event on conversion to 

definitive airway without careful planning.

This may be complicated by the current model of organisation of ENT surgical 

services, which are commonly shared between several hospitals, and therefore 

may not be immediately available on site.

Good MDT communication with pooling of best available clinical experience at 

the most appropriate time has an important role to play. Thorough airway 

assessment, clinical judgement, and familiarity with videolaryngoscopy in this 

case allowed a straightforward conversion to a secure and definitive airway.

DISCUSSION
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BACKGROUND
The “can’t intubate, can’t oxygenate” (CICO) scenario is associated with high 

morbidity and mortality, but is thankfully rare in general anaesthetic practice 

(1:10,000 to 1:50,000 ). However, incidences as high as 1:100-1:300 in the 

emergency department and 1:10 prehospitally have been reported.1,2,3,4,5

NAP4 found that 1 in 4 major airway events occurred outside of the theatre 

environment, often as a complication of rapid sequence induction.6

In the ASACCP analysis, two thirds of emergency surgical airways were 

performed too late to prevent an adverse outcome, consistent with other 

analyses which found that emergency surgical airways were not always 

performed when indicated.6,7,8,9,10 With growing awareness of the factors 

involved, and the human factors “priming” advice in the new DAS guidelines 

for critically unwell patients, it is possible that we will see increasing numbers 

of patients admitted to the ICU post-cricothyroidotomy.

Although there is DAS guidance on intubation in critically unwell 

patients11,below, there is very little guidance on definitive airway management 

after emergency surgical access to the airway in this population. 


